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sequence of these reassuring explanations Shebeko left for
a trip to Russia, and was not at Vienna during the first days
of the crisis which soon followed.89
At Belgrade Baron Giesl assured a Hungarian journalist
on July 11 that at the conclusion of the Sarajevo inquiry "we
shall take eventual steps in the most conciliatory fashion
and within the bounds of international diplomatic proprie-
ties." 90 And a week later he told his English colleague that
"personally he was not in favor of pressing Serbia too hard,
since he was convinced that the Serbian Government was
ready to take whatever measures can reasonably be de-
manded of them, and that he did not view the situation in •
a pessimistic light"91 Yet Giesl was the Serbophobe gen*-
eral whose appointment to Belgrade a few months before
had been likened to the throwing of a lighted match into a
powder magazine.92 And Giesl himself, at the end of a long
secret jeremiad against Serbia, reported his conviction to
.Berchtold on July 21, that the best thing was "to crush the
enemy which has been threatening us, and so give Austria
quiet after years of crisis. Half-measures, a presentation
of demands, long negotiations, and finally a rotten com-,
promise would be the worst blow which could happen to
Austria-Hungary's prestige in Serbia and position in
Europe." 93 Such was the Machiavellian deceit with which
Berchtold and his officials sought to lull Europe into a
false security before the explosion of his diplomatic bomb.
Berchtold, however, was not so successful in these efforts
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